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demonstrating, with the aid of statistics, how policies designed to support women in fulfilling 
their intrinsic socio-economic development potential, can achieve an equitable, balanced and 
sustainable development process. Through quantitative inputs and analyses in these statistically 
based frameworks emerge qualitatively significant and policy-relevant models. 

Currently these models are teaching tools and conceptual frameworks to serve as a basis for 
recognizing the multisectoral dimensions in the planning process must employ to ensure equitable 
participation of men and women in development. These models cannot, as yet, be used for 
decision at the national level. However, if the required data at the national level can be 
collected, the validity of the models can be fully established. The models could then serve as 
the basis for development policy, investment planning and programmatic interventions --essential 
building blocks of socio-economic development. 

Two members of the Task Force on Women in Development, Ms. Krishna Roy of the 
Population Division, DESIPA and Ms. Jeanne-Marie Col of the Public Administration and 
Development Management Division, DDSMS, prepared these models in collaboration with other 
colleagues. The models have been demonstrated international seminars, workshops and other 
training activities for middle and senior level government officials. Considerable interest and 
enthusiasm have been generated among audiences, resulting in a great demand for additional 
copies and more opportunities to use them. The models have now been amended and improved, 
and should be extensively disseminated. The United Nations foternational Research and Training 
Institute for the Advancement of Women has generously contributed to their publication. 

It gives me great pleasure to presei:it these models to interested development practitioners in the 
hope the models will be of help in enhancing women's contribution to sustainable development. 

Jean-Claude Milleron 
Under-Secretary-General for Economic and Social Information 

and Policy Analysis 
United Natibns 

New York 

May 1994 
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I. 

Issues to <levdopment" (WID), or more specifically, contribution of women to 

·~_,M ... ~• socio-economic development the World, have received increasing attention in the last 

two decades. is especially trtle since 1975 Women's Conference Mexico. Many 

of 

the quantitative contribution of women. Many writers have 

a theoretical rationale as well as empirical evidence , the proposition that 

ways can be beneficial or even necessary for development to 

it is not the purpose of study to findings 

readers, however, may a sample of these studies in bibliographic references 

countries, where 

are now being 

is taking place, hundreds of well-intentioned women-oriented 

donor agencies in an effort to capitalize on the potential 

,,.~ ........ ,.,is paying more to the role of women. 

to analyze the role of women development, 

on re-assessing development projects to fully involve women in the 

WID1 there 

systematic assessment of wo1mEm to social and economic develepment. The model 

discussed here is a very modest ...... .._ .. ,~.,. to capture some of the economic elements of the potential 

of women to the development of an economy. The model is to examining women's 

vast majority of Third World women live rural areas and 

be to a large proportion of the 

such "stereotyping" is that the of women has been traditionally 

analysis because activities are mostly non-market-oriented. As an "awareness 

raising" to highlight often understated contribution of these women. The 

level (i.e., same problems as 

macro (i.e., regional and national level 

can show the affect of various policies 

It is a demonstrates 

and logically discussed. It is, 

essence, an of workshops 



Users of 

issues involved 

to 

relationships an:ong them in 

its present stage of development can learn 

""""r" for 

context of development 

it a of logical 

and analysis derive specific, detailed real life solutions. It also may be useful to 

""''"u""'"' policy-makers to it is an awareness-raising model. 

model its present form is not an empirically-based model of the actual role and 

of women a On the contrary, it is a generalized model based on 

household. While the model is not empirically based, meaning the 

results of econometric n~gressions, it can be (see Appendix 

example for estimating parameters for basic equations of the model), and 

on actual observations in field. Moreover, efforts have 

model to specify parameters typical of developing 

However, research is undertaken to verify model, users are 

is a teaching tool its results can only be viewed as tentative. 

to to the point where it is easy to learn 

model is by no means complete. But an effort has been made 

model that approximates reality as 

version is a which yields a numerical solution for the model's 

the main interest in the model' s1 use is qualitative 
i 

signify. It is the insight these numbel's provide into women's contribution, 

themselves, is most For example, the model 

like "by does women's income go or when 

access to education increases?", at all and does it go up consistently?" or "does 

it go more a oriented toward men?". 

The model is very general, illustrative easy to learn. It involves use of a personal 

operations necessary for running it are introduced Appendix 2 of this 

document. knowledge of DOS and LOTUS 1-2-3 can use section 

as a some common terms commands. A 5- DOS-formatted disk containing 

rest of this document is organized three chapters. 

II. is a test run a 

implications of policy 

changes. 
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IL E 

and main assumptions 

As already ,...,u.uvui;:;•.i. there are a number of elements th~t orJ.e would ideally like to have included in 

model. the purposes of teaching a method with minimal complications, the scope 

,. ............... to a few key aspects. After all, function of a model is to simplify reality so that 

among factors involved become easier to understand. In theory, one can add more 

to a model to more closely approximate life, b.ut there is always the risk of the model 

so complicated it could turn out to be a veritable black box. With this 

"trade-off" the model constructed is a compromise. More specifically, it is built on a few 

are stylized facts observed in many developing c'ountries. No. claims are made, 

these assumptions accurately describe situation of women any particular country. 

well-focused on role of women, assumptions regarding the 

not denied or overlooked. What is intended in making 
, , 

role of women, other conditions being equal. The aim is to prove 

........... u ... policies aimed at strengthening women's role can improve the welfare of families. . , . 
Froman of view, assumption regarding men's contribution is justified because ( 1) 

..... ,,..,uun.••·"'"" are greatly simplified, and (2) the model's validity is not compromised, since men's 

the areas model is not negated ot; impeded by policies directed at women. 

The basic assumptions of this are discussed below: 

Assumption 1: is a sexual division of labour. 

assumption implies fora given productive activity (e.g., growing crops), men's and women's 

vary. example, men clear land plant the crops, and leave weeding harvesting 
' I ' 

to women. 

I 

Assumption 2: There is a sexual. division of productive activitiqs. 1 

is based on 

they 

care animals (chickens 

crops used 

men women engage. 

men women are often engaged in different 

West Africa women have their own crops, which 

crops). Similarly, women are usually responsible for the 

goats) whereas men tend larger animals (cattle). Women grow 

as garden vegetables other staples. Men's crops are often 

Sexual of also applies to the kind of activity 

more men, engage in handicrafts, which are both used 
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at of to market as 
I 

3: There is a sexual disparity tenns of access to productive resourcts. 

In addition to differences productive activities and tasks, are also disparities regarding access 

to factors than Such as land, credit, extension services education 

are production, and access to them is not equal for There is 

women are at a disadvantage on this count. In 

women not have of land and property. Thus, in many cases they have no 

credit. Therefore, women try to substitute own for the other 

factors of production to do not have easy access. It has been found that spouses help out 

crops (Assumption 1), the most this takes is through Research in 

area does not establish spouses share capital to which men have access women lack. 

obstacles to access may vary from to country, even from factor to factor. In some 

be inequalities between sexes, or stigma discourages women 

non-relative mfl}es who provide services. In other cases, women may 

be to overcome these disadvantages, but they may find themselves to 

care chores. 

men have unequal economic pow,er, 
uu;,f..{ui..>iu > can adversely affect productivity. 

Economic study as the ability to retain returns of one's laboiJr or to 

have over use of such returns. Often, women are powerless to keep fruits of their labour 

are thus exploited. ( 1988) study makes a strong case for this assumption. many 

African countries, men and women of the same household maintain separate purses. This 

can be as an indication women try to control income. Studies have shown 

income or returns from labour has a significant effect on productivity of one's 

conclude well-meaning rural development projects been 
; 

more successful women if they had account of the relative control women have over 

women have more control over their income, responsiveness to the 

of new technologies, seeds and techniques is greater, and can lead to greater 

increases 

5: Women devote a significant amount of their time 

of women as child-bearers societal norms of women's roles the 

women to devote a significant amount of time to such home-based, non-income 

4 



"""""'"'""' Compared to women, men 

activities have social 

measurement of gross national product (GNP) or other development 

ally amount a woman activities is 

of her family. Therefore, size also affects the amount of time a woman spends in 

such as or wage-earning employment. The model also takes 

menspendonuvu~•wU'JA 

on these activities. 

activities, 

Assumption 6: Fertility is related to women's education, 
labour force participation and access to family planning services. 

studies of determinants of fertility show female education 

are factors fertility. Since 

knowledge means for controlling fertility, there is a ditect correlation 

services Family planning practice involves men and women. 

intensity of practice is higher on 

men to women. 

B. The structure of the model 

In section, structure of the model is defined and relationships among variables are 

size 

amount 

women 

Relationships are expressed as mathematical equations. An attempt is made to significance 

of parameter the rationale behind each one of the expressions. 

model differs from most other computer models which have been developed 

issues developing countries (such as the United Nations Population 

Game) two aspects. 

First, it is not a macro model variables defined at the national or regional It is a""'''"''""' 

or micro level model. WID issues, especially sector, can 

identified and at micro level, and it is at the grassroots level are 

urgently needed are likely to become more effective. This does not exclude macro 

aggregation from micro to t;he level an?ther step not '-'V'""''"'"'' 

"'v"v'"'"'• the - a time dimension is not present 

over time is not possible. One can compare final outcome 

A is changed, resulting effects 

does reveal the amount of it actually takes to implement policies or 

is policies are 
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takes user one solution to another as policy variables are 

the eventual effect ofa policy. type of "what happens 

In sense 

is 

referred to as a "comparative static" study, as against a study of the concerned dynamic process 

The structure of the model reflects the main elements of women's role in rural, agrarian of 

the as well as main assumptions listed in the preceding section. The model consists 

of four components: 

• Allocation of time among various activities; 

productiori; 

• Cash income; 

size. 

The overall evaluation is summarized a synthetic measure denominated "household " A 

value of this welfare index represents a better outcome. 

main exogenous/policy variables the model are: 

• Level of education of women/men (Ef, Em); 

of women's/men's total cash income controlled by women/men (gf, gm); 

women/men for the puq)ose of their total production in 

(Kf, Km); 

• Share of men's total retained income going to the home(s); 

• Access to family planning services (FPP); 

• Access to agricultural extension services for women/men (Af, Am); 

• Rate of wage for women/men (wf, wm); 

• Percentage of agricultural time spent on own crops by women/men (vf, vm); 

• Price per of agricultural' crop of women/men (Pf, Pm); 

• Share of product of women/men marketed for cash (df, dm); 

of available to women/men for agriculture (Rf, Rm); 

• Total amount of available (T) (this is the same fcir both sexes). 

It percentage/share variables are represented in small letters capital 

model, the subscript "F refers to female variable "m" to 
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term refers to part of over earner 

For ease 

above variables are employed as index variables above or 
to a reference to men's standard as 

same a specific scenario to permit comparison with 

absolute indexing these variables, 

since become This also facilitates comparison of 

policies between different scenarios or countries. For example, a situation where 

is increased by 503" is more general one "gbverhment for 

$10 to $ " By indexing variables, it is possible to 

structure 

schooling 

can be 

are: 

.. Total (Of/Om); 

earn (Yf,¥m); 

on agricultural women/men (Lf, 

I ' 

on by wo111en/men (Mf, 

.. Total time spent on work women/men, 

size (S); and 

welfare index (U). 

is 

some 

By 

endogenous 

exogenous variables, users can explore on main 

LQLH'-'·"'· Many of the exogenous variables are the model's equivalents of policy 
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1. Use 

m= 

m= 

on 

men women, The 

get 
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The the bracketisaconstantterm (0.2), is not related to wage rate. It represents 

amount one allocate to wage independent of wage rate because one 
' ' 

needs cash income to purchase necessary personal or household items not produced by any member of 

the family. The term O. l w captures the positive relationship hetween the portion of one's time spent 

in market employment and wage rate. As a whole the main implication of this equation is that a person 

devotes 803 of his/her time or a percentage determined by the expression (0.2 + 0.1 w), whichever is 

smaller, to market wage employment. In other words, a person decides what proportion of his/her time 

is to be used for market wage employment a wage rate is given, with the constraint that it will not 

exceed 803. This 803 is set because in the present model the household is rural and therefore a 

person has to reserve some time for farming on his/her own piece of land and also for house work. 

Nonetheless, 803 is an arbitrary used to illustrate the point and, therefore, should not be taken as 

fixed. 'reality, is determined by social as well as cultural factors such as the degree of self-

sufficiency and stigmas against women working outside home. 

Next, the amount of time home activities is taken as a function of the size of the family. Horne 

activities include care, food preparation, water and fuel gathering, and can include tending small 

such as chickens and goats. Based. on empirical observations of traditions and customs, it is 
' 1 I { 

assumed men spend less activities women do. Therefore, expressions used 

to determine the percentage of time spent home activities are: 

= 0.1 + 0.05 S, 

= 0.01 + 0.01 s. 

these equations, his the of one's time spent non-market, non-crop, home activities, and 

S is the size of the family. This formulation needs very little explanation. 

Finally, the amount of time will be used for agricultural production. Therefore, the expression 

for calculating residual isl= 1 - m - h, which applies to both sexes.' 

Now, to summarize use of time among different components: 

1) Amount of allocated to market employment 

M= = [(0.2 + 0.1 w), 

2) Amount of devoted to household chores 

= = (0.1 +0.05S)T 

Hrn = = (0.01 +O.OlS)T 

L= =(1-rn-

9 



nw-r·u·h•l"'til.nolrt -labour, capital 

re~unsfrom 

we also have refer.red to as retained 
.,....,,,;i,,,,.+;,,,.. .... "'Of all 

ass:uniptilon is that 

mcent1ve to shirk or 



= 

= 

vm= 

women 

+ 

on own 

on own 

11 

men; 

women; 

have 
the 



3. Income 

Net cash '"""rr',, 

production. 

prices. 

The second component is 

rate and the amount 

in terms of a 

first is income derived from the sale of agricultural 

"""'"'"''"v••· th~ share of the production marketed and the 

derived from wage employment. I ts size is determined by the wage 

employment. As explained earlier, wage rate is expressed 

because an allowance is made for repayment 

of loans made to purchase necessary ~~.,.,AH~• -·~--~---

women engage different productive 

activities 

separately. 

and female income is calculated 

£~•··~·~ , .. ., .. ,,.ma is the amount of income over which men/women 

have actual control, 

activities, there is also a 
may be compensated for. 

Following the ruLSo:nm1g above, UJll•m"''" 

equation: 

Yf= Of.Pf.df.gf. + 

Om= 

income the way they see agricultural 

be tasks ~ormed by one sex for the 

reason it is useful to subdivide the first component of cash 

female proportions. market wage 

are paid at different rates. 

n~~e:a to do one's jobs. 

where 

men; 

it is assumed 

gf = share of women's cash income. controlled by women; 

gm= share ............ u.1u..;;,... by men, where term "cash income" 

pertains to the total earns from the agricultural sector alone; 

df= production that is marketed; 

:::: is marketed; 

= 

= amount of eqiployment by women; and 
I 



::::: 

+ 

It is to a 

represents 

presence of 
~ ____ J regarding 

wage 

subscript 

as 



4. size 

A ofwo\metj's to development concerns is 

important, not only because it is women who but also because it is typically women who 

provide most of the care for such care i$ very tir:1e-cpnsuming. factors that influence 

the number of alia, affect other uses of WQmen 'S time, in turn determine the 

economic of women to development. However, it goes without saying that ca,ring for 

"A-"'" ... ''A"''""'u contribution' by women to ' so~iety at large.' 

through a family size variable, since model is static. 

Empirical studies have is directly influenced by the level of 

are 

services and by women's participation market 

and economic factors. More specifically, the 

three have been observed to work toward :reducing 

the :family size. To reflect the fact that these factors 

constants of different magnitudes have been 

~~· .. ~~,~.. fq.nction. One way to rationalize this 

factors as """"'"'""""'"' 
Ltitf...,.,.,.nt degree of effectiveness or power. 

a family with each factor 

S= 

s::::: 

reasoning is: 

wage employment by women; 

mpdelis sizeoffamilyata:reference 

A .. ., • ....,.,,..., of "3" or "5", is to signify size of a nuclear family of 

fertility. "CT sers can change this constant according 

mfodnation from their countries. 

measures ranks of policies on the 

endogenous variables. index is designed to serve 



involved 

of 

s= 

and social costs constraints 

be increased .. "'"''""'"'' 

income used 

amount of time 

well-being of a 

U/"•111"~1 ... .,. Incomeand 

affects 

amount of time 

a function 

economic participation. 

attached to 

component 
l'n1cnnnn•P.Tif" with high 

"""'''"fiii>'"""''li'> .... uu., ........ weights one can l'Olmn<>.-.:> 

other factors (policy as as parameters 

,where ' 

(exogenous). 

mc:orr1e is spent 

etc. 



terms 

of cash income is denoted as "s". So "s. Y m" represents amount of men's contribution to the 
, 

household. This amount ~ay be great~r th?ffi oome cases. However, the hypothesis the present 

model is women contribute a corisiderably of their to welfare. 

Since 

portion 

by 

In 
being of 

above ... ..., ........ , 

World. Of course, . ~·· ·~~· 

function. 

amount of output 

both sexes is consumed by the 

an 

men devote to care for the children1 

not have a market value (except for the opportunity 

directly affect of a household. 

impact of a policy on the well

'-'""'"'v'' .... welfare, the 
iv~onent:ea activities are 

women across the Third 

the differences 



Specially designed household surveys have to be conducted to collect the necessary data. (Please see 

Appendix 3 for important variables that should be ihcluded surveys.) Alternatively one may use 

a combination of individual country studies whkh can be distilled into "stylized facts" for a set of 

stereotype countries. 

the present study data from a variety of sources have been used .to establish a base solution for the 

model. many of the parameters are "'reasonable" for many developing countries, there is enough 

....,,,::i..,,"',.' across countries and even countries to suggest that a data bank of parameters needs to 

a data base of solutions derived the data bank. It is beyond the scope, however, 
. ' 

of the present study to establish a data base for a set of real countries. 

As out the introductory chapter, model is constructed as a tool for teaching the user a 

method to conceptualize and possibly analyze issues connected with women in development, rather than 

provide practical solutions. If one can master the method presented in this model and apply itfor solving 

the problems in his/her own country by modifying or expanding the primary objective of this model 



' 
Ill. AN 

The model described the previous chapter is relatively simple and does not require very sophisticated 

software to solve. To simulate the model on a personal computer, the commercial software package, 

LOTUS 1-2-3, which is widely available, has been used. In this section, an introduction to the LOTUS

based model is given and a few policy exercises are carried out. The computer model is very simple and 

easy to use. 

Organization of the worbheet 

The United Nations Rural Women in Development Model is distributed as one single diskette. The 

model itself is contained a single LOTUS spreadsheet bearing the file name RURWID.wkl. On the 

same, diskette, there is another directory STOR YBRD which corltains a story board summarizing the 

purposes,. assumptions used, and exogenous as well as endogenous variables of the model. As in the 

case6f any software, a backup copy should be made before using the mOdel. To run the RURWID model, 

a personal computer with a DOS operating system is required. The machine should be able to support 

the LOTUS 1-2-3 program. To view the story board a computer with graphics capability is necessary. 

The minimal requirement is a graphic desplay terminal and a computer with a graphic card installed. 

Any IBM-XT or above or its "compatibles" will be sufficient The story board can be brought up on the 

screen by using DOS commands. 

The worksheet is divided into three panels. The diagram on the following page illustrates the range and 

contents of each panel. 

18 



Exog. 

1 

6 

7 
8 

30 

31 

59 

ABC 

current 
solution 

EFG HI 

the 
reference 
solution 

In (columns A to C), the current solution is presented. A reference (or baseline) solution 

is saved in columns Hand I. The percentage changes between the current and reference solutions are 

provided in columns E to G. 

In the upper left part (rows 7 - 30) of the current solution panel the values of the model's endogenous 

variables for the current solution are found. In the bottom left panel the values of the model's exogenous 

variables and its parameter values (rows 31 - 59) are found. 

Similarly for the reference solution, the values of the endogenous variables are found the same rows 
(7 - 30). As the current solution panel, the values of the exogenous variables as well as of the 

parameters, which were used to establish the reference run, are presented rows (31 - 59). Unlike the 

cells in current solution p~nel which contain the 1-2-3 formulas for calculating endogenous 

variables, reference run panel contains only values, because these are the results of application 
of the same formulas. 

The model contains simultaneous relations between variables. To solve the model, the spreadsheet 

iterates several times before arriving at a solution. This is done through the "recalculation" command 

with iterations set, for this model, to 10. Users are advised not to change the status of the recalculation 
mode. 

users to establish a new reference run, the ~xogenous variables and parameters should be 
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Itis 

verification 

are 

for 

Using 

co:me:a over to 

ua'"'"''""' solution, exogenous variables and parameters. 

model to policy 

all 

I, 

All of the cells where are found are 

un1Jrotectea cells are those cells 

model's exogenous variables change 
... v._..,, is such a way as to a new 

~···-·,.,,,~-· Therefore it is very easy to use. To experiment 
user needs only to change value of 

policy, is automatically can 

comparing the endogenous variable values the two 

the percentage change columns. 

two solutions at a 

users are reminded 

~·--;-·-be understood as ex:amp1~~s 

Hpwever, more 
m,:•TP1F"' and percentage 

refinements are necessary to make these lessons relevant to any n~nm""' real 

is set 

has to be established. In this reference run, are given 

be situation in many developing countries. They 

describing the model. As discussed earlier Data and 

approximate reality, they are not statistically obtained. 

values are index 

does not 

are 

For 

men variable a value of 1, 

re1:en:mc:e solution at 0.4. Similar differences can be noticed 



1 

Reference Run 
of Exogenous Variables 

Men Women 

Education (E) 1.0 0.4 

Capital (K) 1.0 0.6 

Land 1.0 0.5 

(A) 1.0 0.7 
' 

Market Wage as % of Agr. (w) 1.0 0.6 

of Income (g) 1.0 0.7 

1.0 1.0 

% Marketed ( d) 0.8 0.2 

1 

% Men's Income for Home 0.1 

Table 1 B on the next page shows the solution to the model for the Reference Run. Different patterns of 

time use can be noted between men and women. These are within the range of values as reported in 

Dixon-Mueller (1985). The base solution family size is set at 5.64, representing a relatively high level 

of fertility, but an (as yet) incomplete family. 
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1 

Reference Solution 
I 

Development Time and Production Model 

Pct.Time Home Activities (h) 

Pct. 

O/o 

Wage (m) 

Production (I) 

Crop (v) 

Total (T) 

Employment (M) 

Activities (H) 

Cash Income 

HOUSEHOLD 

Effects of Increased Education.for Women 

Men Women 

6.64% 

30.00% 

63.36% 

90.00% 

300.00 

90.00 

19.91 

190.09 

79.76 

63.81· 

15.95 

38.18% 

26.00% 

35.82% 

80.00% 

300.00 

78.00 

114.53 

107.47 

34.14 

6.83 

27.31 

7244.52 1602.56 

5.64 

273.00 

Table 2 on the next page shows results of an exercise in which the education coefficient of women 

(0.4 in the Reference Solution) is :raised to the level of men ( 1.0 in the Reference Solution). Given the 

initial differences between male and female education levels in the Reference Solution, this represents 
a significant increase women's education coefficient amounting to 2503. 
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2 

Impact on Household Welfare of Increasing 
Women's Education to the Same Level as Men 

Allocation of Time Men Women % Changes 

Pct.Time Home Activities (h) 6.14% 35.71% -7.44 -6.46 

Pct.Time Wage (m) 0.00% 26.00% 0.00 0.00 

Pct. Time Ag. Production (I) 63.86% 38.29% 0.78 6.89 

% Ag.Time Own Crop (v) 90.00% 80.00% 0.00 0.00 

Time Use (Day: eguivalents) 

Total Available (T) 00.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 

Wage Employment (M) 90.00 78.00 0.00 0.00 

Home Activities (H) 18.43 107.13 -7.44 -6.46 

Production (L) 191.57 114.87 0.78 6.89 

Agric.Production 82.48 45.76 3.41 34.03 

Market 65.99 9.15 3.41 34.03 

For Home 16.50 36.61 3.41 34.03 

Cash Income 7492.13 2147.89 3.42 34.03 

FAMILY SIZE 5.14 -8.76 

HOUSEHOLD WELFARE 325.00 19.24 

Columns 1 and 2 of Table 2 above give the values of the solution while columns 3 and 4 give the 

percentage changes from the Referen~e Run for each variable. The interpretation of this and the 

following tables should be focused primarily on the qualitative, rather than the quantitative information 

they contain. Hence, what is of interest is the changes in their signs and not so much their magnitude. 

As can be seen, there are significant changes in the solution. Female and male home activities decrease, 

while time spent in agricultural activities increases. Agricultural output increases because of the 

increase in time spent in agriculture and in the level of ed~cation. It may be noticed that the rate of 

increase in women's production is higher than that of men. Cash income increases proportionately. 

Family size decreases as a result of this increase in women's education. The combined effect on 

household welfare is positive. An interesting result is the effect on men. Because some of women's 
income is appropriated by men any increase in women's income does have a corresponding impact on 
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men's ihcoriie; besides, to the extent that some of women's tin'le in agriculture is spent tending male 
crops, any increase in female agricultural labour translates into an increase in male crop production. 
Smaller family also reduces the amount of time men spend on home activities and leaves more time for 
production. This is another indirect impact on men. 

Effects of Wage Equality 

In the next exercise, given in Table 3 on the next page, the results of increasing women's wage level 

relative to that of men are seen. 

Here the policy has the effect of changing the allocation of women's time away from home and 

agricultural activities and toward wage employment. In fact, thete is only a minor effect on the amount 

of home activities of women as in the case of men. Less time available for women to devote to 

agricultural production means proportionately less time available to help in men's production. And 
therefore, although men's agricultural time increases, their production declines slightly. More wage 

employment means more cash income. The higher rate of female participation in formal market 

employment means that family size will diminish moderately. The welfare index increases as a result 
of increase in income. 
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Impact on Household Welfare of Increasing 
Women's Wage Level to That of Men 

Allocation of Time Men WQmen % Changes 

Pct.Time Home Activities (h) 6.48% 37.38% -2.40 -2.08 

Pct.Time Wage (m) 30.00% 30.00% 0.00 5.38 

Pct. Time Ag. Production (I) 63.52% 32.62% 0.25 -8.95 

o/o Ag. Time Own Crop (v) 90.00% 80.00% 0.00 0.00 

Time Use (Da)l eguivalents) 

Total Available (T) 300.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 

Wage Employment (M) 90.00 90.00 0.00 15.38 

Home Activities (H) 19.43 112.15 -2.40 -2.08 

Ag. Production (L) 190.57 97.85 0.25 -8.95 

Tot. Agric.Production 79.70 33.35 -0.08 -2.31 

For Market 63.76 6.67 -0.08 -2.31 

For Home 15.94 26.68 -0.08 -2.31 

Cash Income 7238.99 3006.37 -0.08 87.60 

FAMILY SIZE 5.48 -2.82 

HOUSEHOLD WELFARE 344.00 26.23 
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Effects of Increasing Women's Control of Own Income 

In this exercise (summarized in Table 4, below) a woman's control of her earnings is raised to 1003. 

TABLE 4 

Impact on Household Welfare of Increasing 
Women's Control of Their Income 

Allocation of Tim~ Wgmen % Changes 

Pct.Time Home Activities (h) 6.64% 38.18% 0.00 0.00 

Pct.Time Wage (m) 30.00% 26.0b% 0.00 0.00 

Pct. Time Ag. Production (I) 63.36% . 35.82% 0.00 0.00 

% Ag.Time Own Crop (v) 90.00% 80.00% 0.00 0.00 

Time Use (Da~ eguivalents} 

Total Available (T) 300.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 

Wage Employment (M) 90.00 78.00' 0.00 0.00 

Home Activities (H) 19.91 114.53 0.00 0.00 

Ag. Production (L) 190.09 107.47 0.00 0.00 

Tot. Agric.Production 79.76 35.38 0.00 3.63 

For Market 63.81 7.08 0.00 3.63 

For Home 15.95 28.30 0.00 3.63 

Cash Income 7242.47 1662.87 -0.03 3.76 

FAMILY SIZE 5.64 0.00 

HOUSEHOLD WELFARE 278.00 1.97 

The above table shows that this has an immediate productivity impact in agriculture, but in the present 

model has no effect on the allocation of time. Household welfare increases due to the positive effect of 

women's income under their own control. 
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Effects of Increased Family Planning 

In this exercise (presented in Table 5 below) family planning access has been increased to simulate the 

adoption of more effective contraceptive methods. The experiment consists of doubling the family 
planning index variable. This has the expected effect of decreasing family size and, inter alia, decreasing 

home activities and increasing agricultural time. 

Impact on Household Welfare 
of Increased Family Planning 

Allocation of Time Women· 

Pct.Time Home Activities (h) 6.26% 36.29% 

Pct.Time Wage (m) 30.00% 26.00% 

Pct. Ag. Production (I) 63.74% 37.71% 

% Ag. Time Own Crop (v) 90.00% 80.00% 

Time Use (Day eguivalents} 

Total Available (T) 300.00 300.00 

Wage Employment (M) 90.00 78.00 

Home Activities (H) 18.77 108.87 

Ag. Production (L) 191.23 113.13 

Tot Agric.Production 80.02 34.63 

For Market 64.02 6.93 

For Home 16.00 27.70 

Cash income 7268.22 1625.42 

FAMILY 5.26 

% Changes 

-5.69 .. 4.94 

0.00 0.00 

0.60 5.27 

0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 

-5.69 -4.94 

0.60 5.27 

0.33 1.43 

0.33 1.43 

0.33 1.43 

0.33 1.43 

-6.70 

1.22 

Obviously there are many more policy possibilities. Users are encouraged to run their own policy 
options. Through these exercises with different policy options, the user can see the impact of these 

changes on the time use, agricultural production, family size and household welfare index. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The model described in the previous chapters is a relatively simple yet m ustrative one. The primary goal 

of this model is to introduce a method for conceptualizing WID issues and for analyzing qualitative and 

to a lesserextentquantitativeaspects of women's role in development. It is also intended as an awareness 

raising model, an illustration, which, it is hoped, will help policy-makers and the public understand the 

importance ofWID issues. In this sense, it is a general model. But the model in its present form is not 

one which is based on generalized statisticaI evidences to define its parameters. 

As a teaching tool, the model has been constructed to be simple, easy to learn and easy to use. The attempt 

to make it practically relevant has made the examples, it is hoped, interesting. But a compromise 

between immediate applicability and struc~ simplicity had 'to be struck. Hence, application of the 

model to any specific country will require extensive empirical verification and modification of the 

parameter values. Modifications also may be called for in the assumptions with respect to functions and 

their arguments, to account for cultural and social circumstances in any particular country. It is hoped 

that this model has demonstrated an analytical method with which one can customize the model to fit 

one's own needs and priorities. 
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Before applying any theoretical model, one needs to estimate all the parameters of the model. This 
requires the expertise of an econometrician. Various methods have been developed to empirically 

estimate a model, but only the simplest method will be outlined in this appendix as an illustration of how 

it can be done. Since teaching statistics and econometrics is not the purpose of this documentation, the 

technical issues, both statistical econometrics theory, not be discussed here. 

Only a simple example using women's production equation will be introduced to show the procedure 

pa:iran1etc~r estimation. 

The theoretical proposition underlying production equations (women's as a special case at hand) is 

that a set of factors of production are necessary in producing agricultural output. These factors may be 

substituted for one another, but all are required. Furthermore, each factor has a productivity, or 

included- labour, capital, agricultural extension services, share of women's income controlled by 

women land. Mathematically relationship can be expressed as: 

Of= [Lf.Ef.vf + Lm.Em(l-vm)]2 Kfb Af' gfl Rf', where 

lowercase letters a, b, c, d and e are the pa:irameters representing the productivity 

of respective production factors. 

To empirically estimate these pa:irameters, data should be collected on women's total agricultural output, 

how much time men and women spend 

women, the percentage of men and women's 
production, the education levels of men and 

time used for their own crops, the amount of 

capital women have, women's access to agricultural extension services, the share of women's income 

controlled by women and the amount ofland women can use. After these data have been collected over 

a reasonably large sample, one can proceed to the step. Notice that we have a non-linear 

equation here. To use the simplest and most common regression method, the equation has to be 

transformed into a form. can be accomplished by taking natural logarithm: 

ln(Ot) = a.ln[Lf.Ef. vf + + b.ln(Kt) + cJn(At) + d.ln(gt) + e.ln(Rt). 

This transformed equation can Squares (OLS, for short) method. The 

resulting estimated values pa:irameters a, b, c, d e can then be plugged back into women's 

production the equation can be called an empirically based relationship. 
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AH other equations in the UNWID model can be estimated accordingly. To estimate the whole model, 

however, more sophisticated econometrics methods will yield better results, since the model involves 

simultaneous equations. 

Readers are reminded once more that this model is intended to teach a method of analyzing WID issues, 

not as a device to generate policies. Therefore, the task of empirically establishing the model has been 

left out of this documentation. Consequently, only a simple illustration of estimation procedures, instead 

of a thorough introduction to econometrics, is given in this appendix. Interested readers may consult 

with econometricians or may read any econometrics textbook to more fully understand the technicalities 

involved in empirical applications. 
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2 

A (PC) 

A. Hardware requirements and employment of software 

As explained text of this document, a personal computer with a DOS operating system is required 

to run The machine should be able to support the LOTUS 1-2-3 program. model itself 

is a single LOTUS spreadsheet bearing the file name RURWID.wkl. To view the story 

board, a computer with graphics capability is necessary. is a graphic display 

a computer a graphic card installed. IBM-XT or above or its "compatibles" will 

story board can be brought up on the screen by using DOS commands. 

Since of this document is teaching a method of analyzing WID issues rather than teaching 

computer coverage of this appendix will be to materials necessary to use the 

software including its appropriate use and manipulation. An introduction to the basic concepts and skills 

needed model also be covered. 

To activate the story board, the program disk has to be inserted in drive A or Band the drive door closed. 

Typing "CD\STORYBD <-----'"and "STUNWID.SH <---:..-'"in the same sequence, brings the story 

board on screen. The space bar has to be pressed to view the next screen and subsequent items. To 

.. ESC" key may be pressed followed by "Yes" or "No" when asked, according to whether 

one wants to continue. 

To use the worksheet, in which the model itself is stored, LOTUS 1-2-3 needs to be installed and 

activated first. After the product logo screen, a worksheet appears on screen. At this stage, the menu 

mode has to be entered by pressing"/" at which time the screen should look like 

Gmph Data Sy.stem Qut 
Window, Status, Page 

04:07 PM 
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The arrow to "File" as following illustration: 

04:07 PM 

Following this selection, the screen should be: 

04:07 PM 

Selecting "Retrieve" and hitting "'<-----'" bring up the directory of in the current drive. The 

user is to specify from which drive and which to retrieve. The next step is to type the drive 

letter followed by :\LOTUSWID\RURWID. WKl, "<-----'".This brings up the work 

sheet contains the ...... , ... "'.A· 

A personal computer fact, any computer) needs an operating system to it what to do. The one used 

in is MS-DOS. There are~ few terms, symbols and one needs to know before 

"'_ ....... such as the RURWID that wm be illustrated here. Because the 
LOTUS introduce a few of its fundamentals. 
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a 

symbols 

is a coJuec;ttcm 

or texts. 

identification pu:roc1se. 

name consists of two 

access a 

to 
3 .. 

It 
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to to use it. 

like the items in a file It can contain 

a name, just like a file folder needs a label for 

extEmsic)n (1-3 characters). 

file. 

au1:om1ancali'\I converts them to 

names themselves indicate 

another. These two 

the two files are 

Sometimes one may want to divide the many 

3 

files and other types of 

name to each group. 

one directory on one disk. These 

the disk. 

subdirectories. Such multi-level 

u ...... vv~ directory is the highest 

the parent 

:root directory 

directory 



a drive. 

to as 

1"<>"t•"' ........ "''n to as drive C. A drive is 

A prompt is a symbol MS-DOS uses to you know it is ready 

sign (> ). The 

executing a One has 
to specify name before name when a command is given, diskette is placed a drive 

course, one can always change drive to be the where 

placed. To so, one would type followed a colon 

"'<------' " key. 

SYMBOLS. 

The symbol "'II." indicates a space (or "press the space 

no space should be 

..,._,,, ................ you use to see table of contents 

sizes 

the ~~··~~H 
drive A, one 

"A:<------'") then gives the command or includes the 

<-----' ". 

C. Copying files 

(1) From floppy to drive 

Step 1: Make the ore drive 

Place the source diskette A close 
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to represent "press the enter key." 

once") between two characters. Unless this 

directory) of a directory 
.. ~,•n+n.,• last. <------' .,. 

C. one wishes to view the 

drive to A (done by by typing 

name the command by typing"' A:dir 

"C:<------' ". 

door. now Ais source 

you to copy 

a name "SD", type 



(2) 

1: 

not 

Step 

some 

source 

to create it it 

<------' 

<------' 

uo1rurec1:or1es on source disk, "COPY A A:*.* <------1 " 

to 

subdirectory you have chosen. 

it is necessary to specify subdirectory 

files subdirectory named , we 

one entirely to another diskette use 

manner: 

close 

computer. 

door (if you have MS-DOS on 

"DISKCOPY A a: <-----' ". 

the "source" diskette in drive A and the "target" 

these instructions (Remove DOS disk from drive A 

instance) to start the copying process. 

exactly. 

to be copied, the steps 

extensions) have to be included 

on a PC 

a steps need to be followed. In our 

p• '"'£'>""''"is contained in a spreadsheet 

for computers 

need to create directories -

ST file. Copying 
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names 

the 



E. 

For operating RURWID.WKl ST UNWID.SH-, see 

LOTUS 1-2-3 (or just 123) 

A. Structure ofa worksheet and a few terms. 

A worksheet is the LOTUS name 

illustration: 

1 

2 

3 

a spreadsheet. A 

The worksheet is divided columns (indicated 

1, 2, 3). Each cell is identified by its column/row "'address". 

at the intersection of column A row 1.A 

entered in a cell. Grouping one or more cells 

press"!", choose "Range" the menu 

then hit "<------'"to finish. The range be •UJ'•""'""'" 

B. Some useful functions ofWTUS 1-2-3 

function provides on-screen 

FL The "help" mode comes on. arrow 

this mode, press "Esc" key and it returns to where 

MENU. Press "f'toenterthismodeand use 

appears at the top of the screen. The second line is a 

cursor (the highlighted block) is positioned. To choose a 

"<-----'".At each level of command, choice selection is 
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DOS 

rows (indicated by numbers 

address of the cell 

or a formula can be 

define a range, you must 

the cells to be included and 

1-2-3. Togethelp,press 

help. To exit from 

menu. The menu 

command on which the 

cursor over and press 

same way. 



arrow keys to move 

you wish to enter the data 

typing. 

if desired. Move the cell pointer to the cell then 

au<YL•::U at upper comer of the screen. Use the 

~----- .... ~v· Press "<------' "to complete. 
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It is to 

I 

L 

3 

and not exhaustive. Each researcher should design the 

basis of the scope and focus of the study and the characteristics 

A specific reference period should be predeter-

structure (those who slept in the household previous night) 

status 

person to head of household 

actual person to be interviewed should be selected. This person should 

a housefhold or is responsible for the household. She should be 

applicable) information, as well as information on the 

in interviewee's household 

interviewee, how many work, 

interviewee 

by such members during the reference period 
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